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Want a flexible greenhouse design that is easy to build?This book provides greenhouse plans for a

PVC hoop house built on a wooden base frame (foundation). Once you understand the basic

design, you will be able to build a hoop house almost any size you need. Now you can start your

garden early and extend the season for a bigger harvest.This Hoop House Design: Simple,

Portable, Flexible Sizes, Few Tools RequiredLow cost & simple - can be built in almost any size to

suit your needs.Project can be completed in just a few hours.Portable greenhouse - Hoop house

can be completely removed in 5 minutes and re-assembled in 10 minutes.Hoop house can be used

for entire growing season or only when needed in early spring or late fall.Requires minimallist of

tools.Proven to withstand strong winds.Allows us to grow warm weather crops in our cold, high

elevation climate.Protects from early and late frost & freezes.Extends growing season - start plants

earlier in the spring & harvest later into the fall.Increases average temperatures, increases heat

units and growing degrees days (GDD).Includes 37 Diagrams & Photos, Material Lists, Scale

Drawings and Detailed Directions for Greenhouse Construction:Material lists and costs estimates for

27 different hoop house width x length x height combinations8 material lists with costs ranging from

$107 for a 4 x 8 foot hoop house up to $193 for a 12 x 12 foot hoop houseDetailed scale drawing

designed to help you decide what size hoop house you needSimple directions for building, leveling

and squaring the base frameIncludes detailed cut lists for lumber, pvc pipe and plastic

sheetingIncludes 37 diagrams and photosIncludes 23 tablesBonus Sections in Addition to

Greenhouse PlansSite selectionMaking homemade PVC clampsNotes on hoop house

managementUsing pressure treated wood in your gardenPVC safety precautionsGreenhouse &

gardening resourcesWould You Like To Know More?Download now and get started on your

greenhouse garden today.Scroll to the top of the page and select the buy button for your complete

package on how to build a greenhouse.Note: You do not need a Kindle to read this book. Use the

Free Kindle Reading App to read on your computer, in your browser, tablet, smartphone and other

electronic devices.
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I returned several hoop greenhouse books that I paid 5 times as much for. The others were very

"wordy" and gave no actual useable information. Except for the size they built for the book.If you are

looking to build ANY size hoop house, up to 12x12, and haven't built one before, this book is for

you. Practical useful information, charts, diagrams, real nice links that bring you right to the size you

want to build, including materials needed without moving thru all the other sizes.I wish the author

well, and hope he sells better that he hoped.

Very easy to follow. Very simplistic plans. Not a lot of materials needed. Like the idea more than the

kits, of which I've bought 2 and they both failed. Mostly due to wind or too much rain (or in the case

of the last one, first a little wind damage, then rain weighed it down in the area where wind had

damaged a steel pole. I think PVC is definitely the way to go. These designs are easy to follow and

should be easy to execute. This author has a couple other books out, one of which I also bought. It

has designs specific to building a greenhouse you can walk in, has an actual door and ways to

make the sides open for even more air circulation, bee pollination and ease of access. Great info!

This book covers every aspect of building a simple greenhouse regardless of your needs. This book

is a blueprint that anyone can follow, it explains the building process clearly and concisely and I am

confident that with this book as my guide I can successfully build the greenhouse that fits my

personal needs. The fact that this book only cost .99 cents makes it a steal. If you are even remotely



considering building a greenhouse this should be your first go to book.

I found the instructions very clear and easy to follow. I will be constructing a couple different size

green houses using these plans soon. It is a pity it doesn't also give metric equivalents for

measurements and sizes, but I can work it out.

I found the ideas and instructions very helpful and clear. The instructions helped give me clarity on

someother ideas that I want to incorporate.

A great little book with easy to understand instructions for building simple, inexpensive greenhouses

and shade structures.

some good ideas for an inexpensive greenhouse. Have not implemented any yet more to follow in

the spring
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